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the population dynamic growth rate (r) is a densityregulated function [r = f ()] of the environment , with
 including resources, predation, and intra-specific and
inter-specific competition.
The more general dynamics, where populations respond also to natural selection, behave quite differently. For a hypothetical ecological vacuum—with no
intra-specific and inter-specific interactions—there is
a constant frequency-independent selection where the
quality-quantity trade-off [where a given amount of energy can produce many competitively inferior or few
competitively superior offspring (Smith and Fretwell
1974; Stearns 1992)] selects for an accelerating average growth rate and a hyper-exponentially increasing
population (Witting 1997, 2000a).
Natural populations with interactive competition
generate a density-frequency-dependent resource bias
in favour of the competitively superior individuals that
trade-off replication for increased quality. This bias selects for decelerating growth, with increased deceleration as the level of interactive competition increases
with increased abundance (Witting 1997, 2000b). The
realised acceleration of the growth rate is determined
by the strength of the competition driven selectiondeceleration relative to the quality-quantity driven
selection-acceleration, with exponential growth occurring when the opposing forces are equally strong. This
is the case at the population dynamic equilibrium abundance, where the non-accelerating exponential growth
rate may be zero, but also positive or negative; with
population dynamic equilibrium occurring only when
the growth rate is zero.
Across a wider range of densities, it follows that the
density-frequency-dependence of interactive competition imposes population dynamic feedback selection for
accelerating growth below the equilibrium abundance,
and for decelerating growth above. The resulting population dynamics is cyclic, and it has been referred to as
inertia and selection-delayed dynamics in earlier publications (Witting 1997, 2000a,b, 2002).
The inclusion of natural selection in population dy-
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Introduction

Density dependence and natural selection regulate the
dynamics of natural populations, preventing a continued increase in abundance. Selection regulation was
nevertheless ignored when the theory of population dynamics was developed. The Malthusian law of exponential growth (Malthus 1798), the hypothesis of densityregulated growth (Verhulst 1838; Pearl and Reed 1920;
Lotka 1925), and the inter-specific equations of competition and predation (Lotka 1925; Volterra 1926) are all
based on the assumption that natural selection does not
affect population dynamics. One of—if not the—most
fundamental implication of this is the assumption that
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namics implies a change of concept, where it is no longer
possible to determine the growth rate, but only the acceleration of the growth rate [dr/dt = f ()] as a function of the environment [argued also by Ginzburg (1972,
1998) for other reasons]. The change is clear on theoretical grounds (Witting 1997, 2000b), but how important
is it in natural populations?
Selection regulation might be so weak that traditional
ecology is a fair approximation. An additional component like selection, however, is indeed necessary to
explain the cyclic dynamics of forest insects (Ginzburg
and Taneyhill 1994; Witting 1997, 2000b), as well as the
delayed recovery of large whales following the commercial exploitation in past centuries (Witting 2003, 2013).
There is an increasing number of eco-evolutionary studies documenting evolutionary dynamics on ecological
timescales (e.g., Thompson 1998; Law 2000; Sinervo
et al. 2000; Witting 2000b; Hairston et al. 2005; Saccheri and Hanski 2006; Coulson et al. 2011; Schoener
2011; Turcotte et al. 2011; Hendry 2017; Brunner et
al. 2019), including cases of evolutionary rescue where
natural selection accelerates the growth rate turning
a population decline into a hyper-exponential increase
(Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; Agashe 2009; Bell and
Gonzalez 2009; Ramsayer et al. 2013; Bell 2017).
I aim for the first large-scale comparison where the
population dynamic effects of feedback selection are estimated relative to that of density regulation across
hundreds of species. My main focus is on North American birds where I found the best data (Sauer et al.
2017), with results being cross-validated against British
birds (BTO 2020), Danish birds (DOF 2020), and
birds and mammals in the Global Population Dynamic
Database (GPDD 2010). It is this level of analysis
that is necessary to identify if it is essential to abandon density-regulated growth and move to selectionregulated population dynamic equations with accelerating and decelerating growth rates.
For my analysis I use several population dynamic
models, with the age-structure of each species given
by the equilibrium life history estimates of Witting
(2021c). For each population of each species, I develop
an exponential, hyper-exponential, density-regulated
and selection-regulated model, and determines the bestfitting-hypothesis by the Akaike information criterion
(AIC, Akaike 1973) to trade-off the increasing number
of parameters (from 2 to 5) against the likelihood of
each model. This allows me to access the relative probability of selection versus non-selection dynamics, and
for cases where the selection-regulated model is preferred it allows also for a quantitative comparison between the strengths of selection regulation and density
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2

Data

For a firm comparison I need long-term abundance data
across a multitude of species, but these are hardly ever
available. The North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) is an exception where thousands of skilled
birders have counted breeding birds by a standardised
method across the states of USA and Canada every
year since 1966 (Sauer et al. 2017). This survey is conducted by volunteers, and it is one of—if not the—
larges monitoring of wildlife on Earth, when measures
by the joint scale of the area covered, the number of
species involved, and the number of years with continued counting. The 2020 dataset that I analyse contain observations of 664 species/subspecies on a total of
5,210 survey routes across 62 states in North America,
with approximately 2,500 routes being surveyed each
year.
The BBS have been analysed in many ways for a
variety of purposes (e.g., Robbins et al. 1986; Link and
Sauer 1998; Link and Sauer 2002; Sauer et al. 2003;
Smith et al. 2014; Niemuth et al. 2017; Hudson et al.
2017; Rosenberg et al. 2017; Sauer et al. 2017; Link et
al. 2020). I combine traditional index estimation with a
maximum likelihood based spatial clustering routine to
partition the dynamics of each species into populations
with different trajectories.
To cover the majority of the BBS survey routes I use a
spatial model with a 15x7 longitudinal/latitudinal grid
(top plot in Fig. 1; excluding only the North with few
routes). I use the BBS that cover this area from 1966 up
to and including 2019. The data are organised in different routes, with each route having 50 point-counts
placed 0.8 km apart. For each point, the observer conducts a 3 min count of all the birds heard or seen within
400 m. Some of the counts are marked as unreliable due
to, e.g., bad weather, and I use only the reliable counts.

2.1

Index time-series

To estimate index time-series of relative density (relative number of individuals per unit area) for the different populations, I divided routes between the different
observers to eliminate effects from variation in observation skills (Sauer et al. 1994). For each observer specific
route, I removed the first year of the time-series because the observation efficiency is often reduced in that
year (Kendall et al. 1996). I include zero observations;
however, I exclude an observer specific time-series of a
specific species if the observer had observed that species
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sities for each of the grid-squares where a species was
observed, as well as for larger areas containing multiple
neighbouring grid-squares, including the whole North
America as the largest population.
The index time-series were calculated to reflect the
development in the geometric mean of the relative population density across all the routes in an area, with
the developments of relative density being calculated
separately for each route. For this let
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Figure 1: Spatial model. Top: The geographical distribution of the study, with the survey routes of the North
American Breeding Bird Survey shown by dots, and the
grid of the spatial model shown by lines. Bottom: Cubic spline interpolation curves for the natural logarithm of
the ¯(x : y)/(15¯ : 7)-ratio for the average squared residual
across all estimated populations, with x : y being the grid
size of the spatial model, with the most accurate index series following form the 15 : 7-grid used in the top plot. The
black curve reflects a x : y = x : x/2-grid, and the grey
curve a x : y = x : 7-grid.
in less than 30% of the years in the time-series. Based
on a total of 6.18 mill. observations of at least one individual of one of the 664 species/subspecies observed
during the BBS, this generated a set of 18,700 observer
specific time-series with observations of a multitude of
species. These time-series were then used to calculate
the index time-series of relative population densities for
different areas.
For
P a species in a given area, I used the nr,t =
1+ nr,p,t sum of the 50 point counts (subscript p) per
year (subscript t) as a relative population density measure for an observer specific route (r), with the timeseries of relative density covering all years with point
counts by the observer on the route. These route counts
were combined to produce index series of relative den-

being the multiplicative scaling parameter for route r,
with t0|r being the first year with a positive count of
the species on route r (zero counts prior to t0|r did
not affect the overall index), and ñt0|r being the overall
index estimate in that year, with the index value for
the initial year being ñt0 = 1, and subsequent index
estimates calculated as
#
" n
1X
ln ñr,t
(3)
ñt = exp
n r=1
with n being the number of routes covered in the area
in year t, and the error coefficient of variation of the
index estimate in year t being calculated from the variation in the index across all the routes with data on the
given species in that year. After an index series was
constructed across all years, it was rescaled to make
the index value of unity correspond with the geometric
mean of the time-series.
The first year of an index time-series was the first
year where a species was observed on at least 10 routes,
and a final index series for an estimated population
would not be used unless the number of observations
of at least one individual was at least 30 on average
across all years.

2.2

Population dynamic clustering

To geographically delineate the data into trajectories of more or less independent populations, I develop a maximum likelihood routine that clusters
the correlated dynamics of neighbouring areas. The
method uses the principle that the spatial geographical
synchronisation—and thus correlation—of population
dynamics is strongest in the areas that drive the dynamics, with synchronisation and correlation deteriorating
at the boundaries where the uncorrelated dynamics of
different populations meet. I use the clustering routing
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Figure 2: Density & synchronisation. Three cases
showing the spatial distribution of relative population density (left plots; rescaled number of individuals per observation) and the local synchronisation of population dynamics
(right plots; rescaled L̄), with density and synchronisation
increasing with darkness. Eastern kingbird has five, and
chipping sparrow and purple martin four local synchronisation maxima.

to divide the spatial dynamics of each species into populations with separate distributions and trajectories.
Having an initial set of index time-series for all the
grid-squares where a species was observed, I calculated the synchronisation of the population dynamics
between two population components—like grid-squares
i and j—using a log-normal likelihood
ln Li,j = −

X [ln(ñi,t /ñj,t )]2
t

2cvt2

+ ln cvt

(4)

with ln L increasing monotonically with the synchronisation of the trajectories, ñi,t and ñj,t being the index
estimates of the ithq
and jth population components in
2 + cv 2 being the error coefyear t, and cvt = cvi,t
j,t
ficient of variation calculated from the coefficients of
variation of both components.
I could then, for each population component i calculate the average population dynamic synchronisation
with neighbouring population components j
1X
ln Li,j
(5)
ln L̄i =
n
j6=i

with n being the number of neighbouring components
for population component i. When plotted as a map
(Fig. 2), the average synchronisation identifies the local maxima where the synchronisation of the population

dynamics with the neighbouring components are larger
than in the surrounding areas. The set of local maxima was then used as starting points for a population
dynamic clustering routine.
The initial set of populations for a species contained
the single-square local maxima populations only, and
I used a clustering routine to extend the geographical distributions of these populations until they met
their natural population dynamic boundaries. For this
I would for all the identified populations of a species calculate their dynamic synchronisation (eqn 4) with all of
their neighbouring areas, as long as these were not already contained in an identified population. I would
then identify the area with the highest synchronisation
to one of the identified populations, and join the area
to its neighbouring population if—and only if—the dynamics of the area was more synchronised with that
population than to any of the other identified populations. If this was not the case, I would proceed with the
area with the next highest level of synchronisation with
a neighbouring population, until it was either possible
to join a small area with a neighbouring population or
there were no extra neighbouring areas available.
If it was possible to join a neighbouring area with
a population, I would recalculate the index time-series
for that population, and recalculate all the synchronisations between populations and their neighbouring
grid-squares, and rerun the clustering routine. If on
the other hand, it was impossible to find a match, I
would increase the size of the non-population areas to
two neighbouring grid-squares, calculate the index series of these two-grid-square components, and rerun the
clustering procedure with the two-grid-square components. This increase in the number of grid-squares in
the neighbouring components would continue until it
was possible to join a multi-grid-square component with
a population, or until it was no longer possible to find
a neighbouring component with the desired number of
grid-squares. If the latter was the case, the clustering
routine would stop. If on the other hand, it was possible to join a multi-grid-square component with one of
the identified populations, I would do that and reset
the clustering routine to a comparison between single
grid-square neighbours and the identified populations,
continuing the process until it was no longer possible to
find a single or multi-grid-square component to include
into one of the identified populations.
This clustering routine produces at set of
single/multi-grid-square populations from the local synchronisation maxima on the geographical grid
of areas, with the boundaries between the populations
being the areas with lowest population dynamic
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synchronisation. Yet, as the identification of the
populations and their boundaries is driven by relative differences in synchronisation, the population
dynamics of the identified populations could be quite
similar; with the identified structuring of some species
being a relatively large set of populations with quite
similar dynamics between some of the populations. I
thus structured the identified population units into
populations and sub-populations.
To differentiate between populations and subpopulations, I joined neighbouring population units
where the correlation coefficient between the dynamics
of the two units were larger than 0.7. The population
units that remained after this clustering were classified
as populations, with the population units of the joined
populations being classified as sub-populations.
A potential problem for the clustering routine relates
to populations that use two or more neighbouring gridsquares dependent upon yearly fluctuations in the environment. This will induce some negative correlation
between the index estimates of the grid-squares, and
this might—at least potentially—prevent the relevant
grid-squares from being identified as a single population
dynamic cluster. To minimise this effect of year-to-year
fluctuations, and to focus more on the underlying factors that control the overall shapes of the population
dynamic trajectories, I used the five-year running mean
of the index time-series in the statistical calculations of
synchronisation and correlation. The final index series
were the raw series with no smoothing.
Another issue is the spatial resolution of the data.
If the underlying grid has too small grid-squares, the
estimated index series of the different squares would be
so noisy that we cannot trust the estimated local similarity maxima. The clustering routine would then tend
to identify too many populations where the differences
in the estimated trajectories reflect observation uncertainty rather than differences in the underlying population dynamics. If on the other hand the grid-squares
are too large, the spatial resolution would be too small
to differentiate populations.
To identify the optimal grid size for the clustering
routine, I used the average squared residual
=

tl
1 X
ln(ñt /n̂t )2
tl − t0 t=t

(6)

0

between the index series (ñt ) and its five-year running
mean (n̂t ) as an estimate of the uncertainty in the estimated trajectories. I could then for different grid sizes
calculate the average  (¯
) across the index series that
were estimated for all the populations that were identi-
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fied by the clustering routing across all species. I then
minimised ¯ by changing the grid size to find that the
most accurate (i.e., least year-to-year fluctuating) index
series were estimated by a 15x7 longitudinal/latitudinal
grid (Fig. 1; bottom plot).

2.3

Population trajectories

A total of 626 local maxima (ln L̄∗a ) in the synchronisation of population dynamics were identified across 299
species of North American birds that passed the minimum data criterion for population delineation.
The population dynamic clustering routine failed to
identify explicit geographically distributed populations
for 139 species; usually because there was only a single
local synchronisation maximum. For cases with two or
more local maxima, the routine identified a single population for 60 species, two populations for 59 species,
three populations for 24 species, four populations for
12 species, and five populations for five species.
In all I obtained 323 population level time-series with
identified boundaries, and 139 time-series at the level
of North America with no explicitly identified boundaries. The geographical distributions and index timeseries for forty species are plotted in Figs. 3, with the
population delineations of all species plotted in Supplementary Information S1. All estimated time-series at
the population and sub-population level are listed in
Supplementary Information S2 and described in Supplementary Information S3.

2.4

BTO, DOF, & GPDD data

I analyse also population trajectories compiled by others, including 215 index trajectories for summer and
winter birds in Denmark with yearly estimates from
1976 to 2019 (DOF 2020), 111 index trajectories for
British birds with yearly estimates from 1994 to 2019
(BTO 2020), and 420 bird and mammal trajectories
of varying length and quality from the Global Population Dynamic Database (GPDD 2010; excluding low
quality data). Owing to the amount of underlying raw
data, the length of the different surveys, and the varying quality of the trajectories in the GPDD, I analyse
the BBS and check whether the overall conclusions for
North American birds hold for the other areas also.

6
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Figure 3: Population delineation in forty species as estimated by the clustering routine, with colours separating the
distributions and index trajectories of the different populations. Dark grey mark areas that were not selected by the clustering
routine or selected but with less than 50 observations per year. All delineations are plotted in Supplement S1, with the estimated
index trajectories listed Supplement S2 and S3.
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3

Population models

Selection-regulated dynamics is based on densityregulated growth
nτ +1 = nτ λτ (nτ /n∗ )−γ ,

(7)

except that the intrinsic growth rate (λτ ) evolves
λτ = λτ −1 (nτ −1 /n∗ )−γι

(8)

by the population response to the density-frequencydependent selection of intra-specific interactive competition (Witting 1997, 2000b, 2013), where
nτ : is the abundance in generation τ ,
n∗ : the population dynamic equilibrium,
γ: the strength of density regulation, and
γι : the selection response that operates as a densitydependent effect with a delay of approximately one
generation.
For this article I use age-structured models that are
parameterised by the average birth rate (m∗ ) of mature
females at population dynamic equilibrium, the average
age of reproductive maturity (a∗m ), and the yearly survival p of individuals older than one year of age. Following the life history model of Witting (2017a), adult
survival is interchangeable with the reproductive period tr = 1/(1 − p), with an equilibrium per-generation
growth rate of unity
λ∗ = lm tr m∗ /2 = 1

(9)

where lm = 2(1 − p)/m∗ is the probability that a newborn will survive to a∗m , and the yearly survival of age∗
class zero offspring is p0 = lm p1−am .
These life history parameters were obtained from
Witting (2021c) and they were fixed for each model
to reduce the number of parameters estimated by the
likelihood function. The stable age-structure at equilibrium was used as the initial age-distribution, with
the time-steps of model projections being shorter than
the age of reproductive maturity (one or three steps per
year in most cases).
The phenotypic plasticity that responds to regulation
by density-dependence and/or natural selection was assumed to operate on the birth rate (m = m̃/m∗ )—and
in some models also on the age of reproductive maturity (am = ãm /a∗m )—with the relative parameters m̃
and ãm being unity at equilibrium.

7
Exponential growth. The relative age of reproductive maturity (ãm ) was fixed at unity in the exponential
model, making the relative birth rate (m̃) the only free
parameter. Yet, the model has two parameters to fit, as
we need an estimate of the initial abundance (nt ) also.
Hyper-exponential growth. The relative birth
rate of the hyper-exponential model is an agestructured initial condition, where the birth rate at time
t for individuals of age a is an inverse function
m̃a,t = 1/qa,t

(10)

of the average competitive quality (q) of individuals of
age a, with q ∗ = 1 for all a representing an equilibrium
with no growth. The relative age of reproductive maturity is, dependent on model version, either fixed at
unity, or proportional to competitive quality
ãm,a,t = qa,t

(11)

with ãm = am /a∗m .
Competitive quality—and thus also the birth rate,
and age of maturity in some models—evolve by a selection response
q0,t = qt e−γι
(12)
where the average offspring quality (q0 ) is a product
between the average across the mature component
P
a|a
≤a qa,t na,t
(13)
qt = P m,a
a|am,a ≤a na,t
and a selection response e−γι , where
γι = −σ ∂ri /∂ ln qi |qi =q

(14)

is a product between the intra-population selection
gradient [∂ri /∂ ln qi |qi =q , with i denoting intra-specific
variation] and a phenotypic selection response (σ ≥ 0).
When there are no interactive competition and all
individuals have equal access to resources, the intraspecific variation in the growth rate (i.e., natural selection fitness) is simply ri = ln λi ∝ − ln qi so that
∂ri /∂ ln qi |qi =q = −1. This is the limit case of hyperexponential growth at zero population density. Yet, for
the hyper-exponential models in this paper, I allow γι
to take both positive and negative values to capture the
somewhat broader range of options with a constantly
accelerating (γι > 0) or decelerating (γι < 0) growth
rate (γι = 0 is exponential growth).
As the selection for hyper-exponential growth is
frequency-independent it follows that ri ∝ − ln qi is
proportional to the intrinsic growth rate r̂i (i.e., the

8
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non-plastic component of r). The selection gradient on
the per-generation growth rate is thus ∂ri /∂ ln r̂i |r̂i =r̂ =
− ∂ri /∂ ln qi |qi =q , with the selection induced acceleration or deceleration of the growth rate being

with the selection induced acceleration or deceleration
of the growth rate

ṙ = dr̂/dt = γι

being a log-linear function of the density-dependent
ecology.
The selection behind eqns 18 and 19 is based on the
biased resource access that emerges when the competitively superior individuals monopolise resources, with
the selection being frequency-dependent because the
success of competition for a given variant depends on
the average competitive quality of the individuals in
the population. The selection is also density-dependent
because the ability to monopolise resources depend on
the frequency by which an individual competes against
other individuals over resources.
The explicit modelling of the selection requires equations that account for the intra-population variation in
competitive quality and resource access (see Witting
1997, 2000b for details). Yet, the selection produces the
population level response of eqn 18, which can be incorporated directly into the population dynamic equations, selecting for an increase in average quality when
the abundance is above the equilibrium, and for a decline when the abundance is below.
The population dynamics that follow from the
population dynamic feedback selection is most often
damped-cyclic (Appendix A). Thus, I calculate the cycle period (T ) and damping ratio (ζ) to characterise
the dynamics. The damping ratio is zero for a stable
cycle, and it increases monotonically with the damping
of cyclic dynamics to a value of unity for the monotonic
return of typical density-regulated growth. I calculate
the damping ratio

(15)

The modelling of the intra-specific variation and the
associated generation of selection (eqns 14 and 15), are
not directly part of the population dynamic equations,
as the latter operate only with the average response
that is captured by eqns 12 and 13.
While the hyper-exponential model is somewhat
more complex than the exponential model, it has only a
single free population dynamic parameter (γι ), just as
the exponential mode. Yet, with two initial conditions
(nt & qt for all age-classes) there are three statistical
parameters to fit.
Density-regulated growth. For density-regulated
growth I use the Pella and Tomlinson (1969) formulation
m̃ = 1 + [m̂ − 1][1 − (n/n∗ )γ ]
(16)
that has three free parameters (the maximum relative
birth rate m̂, the strength of density regulation γ, and
the equilibrium abundance n∗ ) and one initial condition
(nt ) to estimate from data (with ãm fixed at unity).
With the per-generation growth rate (r ∝ ln m̃) being proportional to the log of eqn 16, we note the traditional assumption that the realised growth rate is a
direct function of an assumed maximum growth rate
and the density-dependent ecology.
Selection-regulated dynamics. The equations of
selection-regulated dynamics include a density regulation
mt
am,t

= m∗ m̃t (nt /n∗ )−γ
=

(17)

a∗m ãm,t (n∗ /nt )−γ

that is formulated as a log-linear approximation of deviations from the equilibrium life history, instead of being
formulated from a hypothetical maximal growth rate.
The phenotypic response of eqn 17 adjusts the intrinsic
birth rate from eqn 10, and in some models also the intrinsic age of maturity from eqn 11, in accordance with
the density-dependent ecology (nt /n∗ ).
The changes in competitive quality—and thus also
by eqns 10 and 11 in the intrinsic birth rate and age of
maturity—from the population dynamic feedback selection of the density-dependent interactive competition,
was derived by Witting (1997, 2000b) as
q0,t = qt (nt /n∗ )γι

(18)

ṙ = γι ln(n∗ /nt )

ζ=p

1
1 + 4π 2 /δ 2

(19)

(20)

by the logarithmic decrement δ = ln(np,1 /np,2 ) of the
two successive abundance peaks (np,1 and np,2 ) that
follow from an equilibrium population that is initiated
with a positive growth rate where mt = 1.5m∗ . The
estimated period (T ) is the number of years between
these two abundance peaks.
When the γι /γ-ratio is somewhat larger than one
the dynamics become unstable with amplitudes that
increase over time instead of dampening out. In these
cases, I revert np,1 and np,2 in the estimate of δ =
ln(np,2 /np,1 ) and multiplies the damping ratio by minus one, so that negative ζ values refer to exploding
cycles, with the rate of explosion increasing with a ζ
estimate that declines from zero to minus one.
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4

Model selection

I use maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters
for all models given log normally distributed abundance
data
X [ln(ñt /nt )]2
+ ln cvt
(21)
ln L = −
2cvt2
t
where ñt is the index estimate in year
q t, nt the model
abundance in that year, and cvt = cv
˜ 2t + cv 2 the coefficient of variation with cv
˜ t being the coefficient of
the index estimate in year t and cv being the additional variance that is not captured by the data (with
cv being a fitted parameter). To search for the global
maximum of a model given the data of an index trajectory, I draw 100,000 random parameter sets, applying a
Quasi-Newtonian minimiser to the 100 best-fitting random sets, selecting the maximum likelihood from those
100 minimizations.
The maximum likelihood was converted to AIC [α =
2(k −ln L), k nr. of model parameters], whereafter I use
two rounds of AIC model selection. The first uses four
models from exponential growth to selection-regulated
dynamics to determine whether it is essential to include
selection into population dynamic models or not. This
round uses hyper-exponential and selection-regulated
models with no regulation on age of maturity to obtain a structure that is as similar as possible to the
exponential and density-regulated models. Given the
distribution of the AIC-selected models I calculate the
fraction of the models that include selection, and the
distribution of the probability ratio p(s/d) = e(αs −αn )/2
of selection (s) versus non-selection models (d), with
the s and d models being hyper-exponential and exponential growth when one of these are the best AICfitting model, and the s and d models being selectionregulated dynamics and density-regulated growth when
one of these are the best model. This ratio is also transformed into a probability-like measure

−1 + p(s/d)
if p(s/d) ≤ 1
p̃ =
(22)
1 − 1/p(s/d) if p(s/d) > 1
that is minus one when selection models are unlikely
compared with non-selection models, zero when they
are equally likely, and one when non-selection models
are unlikely compared with the selection models.

As the conclusion from the first round of model selection was found to be strongly in favour of selection
models, I included a larger set of selection models in the
aim of identifying a more optimal model for each population. Four new model versions were added to allow
for a linear trend in the population dynamic equilibrium
(n∗ ): i) a trend that covered the whole data period (1
extra parameter); ii) a trend that started after the first
data year (2 extra parameters); iii) a trend that ended
before the last data year (2 extra parameters); and iv)
a trend that started after the first year and ended before the last year (3 extra parameters), with a minimum
allowed trend period around five years.
All selection models were fitted with and without regulation on age of maturity, producing a total set of 13
models for each population. The AIC-selected models
were included for further analysis only if the mean of
the residuals was not significantly different from zero
(p < 0.05 student’t), there were no significant autocorrelation in the residuals (lag 1 and 2), no significant
correlation between the residuals and the model projection, and the model explained more than 50% of the
variance in the data.

Density

Both versions of the selection-regulated model (with
or without selection on am ) have three parameters (γ,
γι , & n∗ ) and two initial conditions (nt & qt for all
age-classes) to estimate from the data.
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Figure 4: Damping ratios. Distribution of point estimates of damping ratios across all the AIC-selected
selection-regulated and density-regulated models.

5

Population dynamic results

For the fitting of population dynamics I used the 323
population level time-series with identified boundaries,
and the 139 time-series for North America as a whole.
For 127 of these 462 index trajectories I was unable to
find a model that passed the selection criterion.
Selected examples of the AIC-selected dynamics are
shown in Fig. 5 and 6, with all the AIC-selected mod-
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n∗ →

n∗↑

n∗ ↓

u

hṙ↑

hṙ↓

n

−

16

50

248

9

95

75

69

60

99

89

γ

10−2

−

−

25220
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83230
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30200
3.4

33250
3
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32220
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32250
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γι
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−.63−.13
−15

35260
2

24180
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16220
1.4

70290
4.5

42240
2.4

5.554
.55

52290
7

48250
4.2

γι ∼ γ

−

−

−

.73.22
1.02

.94−.35
.91

.94−.12
1.24

.80.34
1.15

.58.45
.94

.88−.01
.76

.73.32
1.11

.71.32
.84

s(am )

−

0

0

0.42

0.44

0.52

0.44

0.25

0.48

0.44

0.34

ṙ

10−2

ṙl
ṙu

10−2

−.63−.13
−15
−.63−.13
−15
−.63−.13
−15
000

.000174.2
−3.3
−5.2−.36
−52
5.760
.046
415
.88

−.3134
−3.2
−6.31.5
−24
1.3110
−.03
240

.0665−2.1
−3.2−.24
−59
3.660
−.032
310
0

−.043.5
−3.7
−9.9−.63
−65
9.560
.78
635
1

.00193.6
−5.2
−.67
−5.2−48
6.551
.54
415
1

.0778.7
−3.2
−1.4−.17
−15
1.749
−.079
230

3.5
−.099−4.8
−1.3
−8.1−65
7.447
.54
618
2

.194.2
−2.8

10−2

.395.8
.12
.395.8
.12
.395.8
.12
000

.0981.1
.032
111
111

.211.057
11.9
.6
.671.38

.271.6
1.8e−5
.652.7
.00012
.42.56
.00012

.21.93
.069
1.12.6
.6.78
.39

.241.057
11.4
.67
.71.9
.36

.171.5
.051
11.3
.97
.921.53

.14.93
.051
12.59
.651.39

.23.89
.06
11.7
.6
.691.36

.251.4
.069

nṙ↑↓

−

s

ζs

ζm

ζw

ζn

−6.4−1.1
−52
869
1
513
2

∆rs

−

∆r̃s

−

∆r̃s/r

−

.071.34
.029
111
111

r

10−2

1.138
−10

1.520
−7.3

−.0885−6.5

−2.95.4
−9.9

.144.9
−6.5

.434.9
−6.5

16.4
−1.4

−1.9.013
−11

rmin

10−2
10−2

−4.29.2
−28
8.657
−.7

nrmax

−

−

−

nrmin

−

−

−

−9.6−1.7
−68
9.544
1.7
.971.3
.61
11.8
.6

−13.5
−94
847
−1.1
.942.56
1.21.9
.72

−8.9−1.8
−44
9.345
1.3
.91.6
.46
1.11.8
.59

−10−3
−86
1142
2.3
.971.2
.79
11.9
.8

−8.9−.84
−68
844
1.7
11.1
.75
.991.3
.76

−5.3−1.6
−28
7.429
2.3
.952.46
1.11.9
.5

−9.5−.84
−44
1242
3.8
.971.2
.76
11.9
.85

−13−4.2
−90

rmax

−331
−26
5.347
−2.7

n̂

−

−

−

1.32.7
1.1

1.42.1
1

1.43.3
1.1

1.21.9
1.1

1.221.1

1.56.4
1.1

1.221.1

1.22.3
1.1

−

25150
4.6

681100
0

38140
10

1775
1.7

2586
1.3

61230
31

1943
5.7

2167
1.3

T

y

−

6.4
−.154.5
−5.4 −.088−10

11.9
.61
.671.4

8.148
.75
.971.2
.63
11.5
.65

Table 1: Dynamics. Estimates of key parameters and population responses for the AIC-selected models with hyperexponential acceleration (hṙ↑ ), hyper-exponential deceleration (hṙ↓ ), all selection-regulated models (s), and those with
strongly (ζs ), medium (ζm ), weak (ζw ), and negatively (ζn ) damped dynamics, and those with stable (n∗ →), increasing
(n∗↑), or declining (n∗↓) population dynamic equilibria. u:unit, n:nr. of models, and xab lists median (x), 97.5% (a) and 2.5% (b)
quantiles of model distributions for γ:density regulation; γι :selection regulation; γι ∼ γ:correlation coefficient (x) and intercept (a) and
slope (b) of linear regression γ = a + bγι ; s(am ):fraction with regulation also in am ; ṙ:average growth rate acceleration per trajectory;
ṙl :2.5% ṙ-quantile; ṙu :97.5% ṙ-quantile; nṙ↑↓ :nr. of shifts in direction of selection per trajectory; ∆rs :accumulated selection regulation
per trajectory (eqn 24); ∆r̃s :∆rs divided by span in growth rate (eqn 26); ∆r̃s/r :∆rs divided by total accumulated regulation (eqn 25);
r:average growth rate per trajectory; rmin :minimum growth rate; rmax :maximum growth rate; nrmin :n/n∗ at rmin ; nrmax :n/n∗ at
rmax ; n̂:maximum cycle amplitude (nmax /n∗ or n∗ /nmin ); T :period of population cycle.

els that explain more than 50% of variance plotted in
Supplement S4.
For the 335 index trajectories where a satisfactory
model was found, selection-based models were preferred
in 94% of the cases, with the selection-based models being 25, 000 (95%:0.42–1.7e17) times more probable than
population dynamic models with no selection included
(based on relative AIC). Among the final selection of
models, selection-regulated dynamics were preferred in
74% of the cases, followed by 20% hyper-exponential
models, 3.9% exponential models, and 2.4% densityregulated models. The fractions of the variance in the
index trajectories that were explained by the final models were 0.82 (95%:0.51–0.98).

Table 1 list population dynamic information across
the selected models, excluding the 13 exponential and
8 density-regulated models. With
∆rd = γ ln(nmax /nmin )

(23)

being the accumulated density regulation (i.e., the span
of the growth rate explained by density regulation,
with nmin and nmax being the minimum and maximum
abundance of a trajectory), and
∆rs = ln(qmax /qmin )

(24)

being the acculumated selection regulation (with qmin
and qmax being the minimum and maximum of the average competitive quality of mature individuals), we

L. Witting: Selection-regulated population dynamics
may estimate the relative accumulated selection regulation, i.e., the fraction of the overall regulation that is
explained by natural selection as
∆r̃s/r = ∆rs /∆rr

(25)

where ∆rr = ∆rs + ∆rd . The accumulated selection
regulation may also be expressed relative to the overall
span in the realised growth rate

11
BBS

BTO

DOF

n

462

111

nm

335

77

(26)

where ∆r = rmax − rmin .
For the 248 AIC-selected selection-regulated models
the relative accumulated selection regulation (∆r̃s/r )
was estimated to 0.67 (95%:0.38–1). Natural selection
is thus a more important regulating factor than density
regulation. Selection regulation is equal in magnitude
to the total span in realised growth, with the estimate
of ∆r̃s being 1 (95%:0.6–1.9).
The high importance of regulation by natural selection is apparent in the dynamics, which is quite different
from density-regulated growth. Excluding extremely
strong density regulation, density-regulated growth is
fully damped with a damping ratio of unity. But the
estimated damping ratios for North American birds are
only 0.15 (95%:−0.19–1), which is rather close to stable cycles (distribution shown in Fig. 4). The estimated
maximal amplitudes relative to the equilibrium abundance were 1.3 (95%:1.1–2.7), with the estimated cycle
periods being 26y (95%:5.3y–150y).
Based on the concepts of exploitation and density
regulation it is widely assumed that populations increase at a maximal per capita growth rate (rmax ) when
they are at low densities where there are plenty of resources. The BBS data do not support this assumption. Given the AIC-selected models, North American
birds were found to increase at maximum per capita
rates, and decline at minimum per capita rates, in the
vicinity of the population dynamic equilibrium, with
the estimated relative abundance (n/n∗ ) at rmax and
rmin being 0.97 (95%:0.61–1.3) and 1 (95%:0.6–1.8).
The concept that the growth rate is set as a function of the environment is also not supported. This implies a single well defined growth rate at a given abundance, which is in conflict with the multitude of trajectories with not just uneven growth rates, but also opposite growth directions, at similar densities at different
times. A pattern with opposite growth at similar densities follows from growth rate acceleration/deceleration
by population dynamic feedback selection.

All

215

420

1208

99

230

741

s

94%

84%

65%

87%

87%

p̃

11−.57
.82.98
.51
.751.39
.15.89
−.19
26150
5.3

.991−.63
.81.99
.53
.731.35
.11.97
−.22
14100
5.3

.921−.83
.73.96
.51
.711.33
.2.89
−.096
2697
1.7

11−.77
.75.98
.51
.761.34
.042.86
−.36
19110
3.1

11−.63
.78.98
.51
.751.35
.12.9
−.24
22120
4.3

σ2
∆r̃s/r
ζ

∆r̃s = ∆rs /∆r

GPDD

T

Table 2: Different data sets. Population dynamic estimates for North American (BBS, Sauer et al., 2017),
British (BTO, 2020), and Danish (DOF, 2020) birds, and
the GPDD (2010). n:nr. of trajectories, nm :nr. of accepted
models, s:percentage of accepted models with selection, and xa
b
listing median (x), 97.5% (a) and 2.5% (b) quantiles of model distributions for p̃:the probability of selection model relative to nonselection model (eqn 22); σ 2 :explained variance; ∆r̃s/r :fraction
of total regulation explained by selection (eqn 25); ζ:damping
ratio; T :population period in years.

5.1

BTO, DOF, & GPDD

Table 2 shows that the major population dynamic findings for the BBS are found also among British birds,
Danish birds, and the birds and mammals in the Global
Population Dynamic Database. 78% of the variance
in the population trajectories are explained on average
across 741 populations with accepted models, with 87%
of these having a selection acceleration/deceleration of
the growth rate, with the relative probability of the
selection models (from eqn 22) being 1 (95%:−0.63–
1). Among the final selection of models there are only
4.5% density-regulated models, with the fraction of the
growth rate regulation that is explained by selection
being 0.75 (95%:0.35–1), and the damping ratios of the
dynamics being 0.12 (95%:−0.24–0.9).
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Figure 5: Selection dynamics. Population trajectories of North American birds showing hyper-exponential acceleration
(1. row), hyper-exponential deceleration (2. row), an almost monotonic return to equilibrium (selection-regulated with
ζ ≥ 0.8, 3. row), damped cyclic dynamics (0.2 ≤ ζ < 0.8, 4. row), about stable cyclic (0 ≤ ζ < 0.2, 5. row), and exploding
cyclic (ζ < 0, 6. row). Dots are the BBS index series, red lines the estimated equilibria, green curves the model trajectories, blue
curves scaled nt+1 − nt plots (running from blue to red dot), and grey lines being the intra-population selection gradients that cause
the acceleration and deceleration of the growth rate.
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Figure 6: Changing equilibria. Population trajectories of North American birds for selection-regulated models with an
increase (first half of plots) and decrease (second half) in the population dynamic equilibrium. Dots are the BBS index series,
red lines the estimated equilibria, green curves the model trajectories, blue curves scaled nt+1 − nt plots (running from blue to red
dot), and grey lines being the intra-population selection gradients that cause the acceleration and deceleration of the growth rate.
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Selection dynamics in the BBS

Selection induced growth rate acceleration/deceleration
is essential in 94% of the best AIC-selected models for
North American birds. The form and strength of the
selection differ across populations, with the dynamics
of North American birds falling in nine categories described below and listed in Table 1. The geographical distribution of the population dynamics across six
ecotypes of North American birds are described in Appendix B.
Hyper-exponential acceleration (hṙ↑ ). Population trajectories with a constantly accelerating growth
rate were estimated as the best model for 16 populations of North American birds. While we do not expect
the long-term dynamics of any bird population to be
truly hyper-exponential, the hyper-exponential model
appears to be a fair approximation in cases where we
are unable to identify a change in the acceleration of
the growth rate over the time-period of a study.
Four examples of hyper-exponential acceleration in
the top row of Fig. 5 illustrate that some populations
have a continuously declining trajectory, while others
have a continuously increasing trajectory. The majority of the accelerating hyper-exponential trajectories in
North American birds, however, are first declining and
then stabilising before an increase. The latter are typical examples of evolutionary rescue, where the initial
decline would continue until the population became extinct was it not for the selection-induced acceleration
of the growth rate.
The estimates of the selection parameter (γι ) for
the hyper-exponential models are about two orders of
magnitude smaller than the estimates for the selectionregulated models. Yet, the absolute estimates for the
median per-generation acceleration of the growth rate
(ṙ) are about two orders of magnitude larger for the
hyper-exponential models. This reflects the distributions with both accelerating and decelerating growth in
the selection-regulated models, while models of hyperexponential acceleration refer to populations below the
population dynamic equilibrium. If we look at the lower
and upper quantiles for the intra-trajectory variation in
the growth rate acceleration of the selection-regulated
models, we find these quantiles to be about an order
of magnitude larger in the selection-regulated models,
reflecting strong selection far from equilibrium.
Hyper-exponential deceleration (hṙ↓ ). Population trajectories with a constantly decelerating growth
rate were estimated for 50 populations. The second row

of Fig. 5 illustrates that some of these have a continuously increasing trajectory, while others are continuously declining, although the majority of the decelerating hyper-exponential trajectories are first increasing
and then stabilising before a decline. The latter are
typical examples of populations that are over-shooting
their equilibria, with an apparently rather constant
level of interactive competition selecting for a steady
increase in interactive quality and a corresponding decline in the growth rate.
Strongly damped dynamics (ζs = ζ ≥ 0.8).
About 4% of the selection-regulated models have
strongly damped (ζ ≥ 0.8) dynamics that behave somewhat like a monotonic return to equilibrium, with examples shown in Fig. 5 (third row). Over the 54 year period of the BBS, each of these populations have almost
unidirectional selection, with the estimated number of
changes in the direction of selection being 2 (95%:0–
4), compared with 4 (95%:0.88–15) for the selectionregulated models in general. The strong damping implies that the underlying cycles are long with estimates
periods of 68y (95%:0y–1, 100y).
It is when density regulation is strong relative to selection regulation (large γ/γι -ratios)
that selection-regulated dynamics approaches densityregulated growth with damping ratios around unity.
With γ estimates of 0.83 (95%:0.15–2.3) the strengths
of density regulation in the ζs models are approximately three times stronger than in the selectionregulated models in general, where γ estimates are 0.25
(95%:1e − 5–2.2). The estimated strength of selection
regulation γι =0.24(95% :1e-5−−1.8) is only somewhat
weaker than for the selection-regulated models in general, where it is 0.35 (95%:0.02–2.6).
Even though the estimated force of selection is relatively weak in populations with strongly damped dynamics, the accumulated selection induced changes in
the growth rate ∆rs = 0.27 (95%:1.8e − 5–1.6) are generally similar or slightly larger than for the selectionregulated models in general, where the estimates are
0.21 (95%:0.057–1). The reason for this is the fewer
changes in the direction of selection allowing for longer
periods to accumulate growth rate accelerations, or decelerations.
When the selection induced changes in the growth
rate is measured against total growth rate regulation,
we find that the strongly damped dynamics have the
smallest relative influence from selection with ∆r̃s/r
estimates of 0.42 (95%:0.00012–0.56). Yet, with ∆r̃s
estimates of 0.65 (95%:0.00012–2.7) the selection induced changes are generally accounting for more than
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half of the difference between the maximum and minimum growth rates.
Medium damped dynamics (ζm = 0.2 ≤ ζ < 0.8).
A medium damping ratio between 0.2 and 0.8 was estimated for 38% of the selection-regulated models. As
shown in the fourth row of Fig. 5, this generates damped
cycles that over- or under-shoots the equilibrium and
converges towards it within a single or a few cycles. The
estimated cycle periods of 38y (95%:10y–140y) are only
slightly longer than the estimates of 25y (95%:4.6y–
150y) across all selection-regulated models. The estimated shifts in the direction of selection [3 (95%:0–10)]
are generally one less than for the selection-regulated
models in general.
The estimated γ/γι -ratios of 1.5 (95%:0.56–7.8) are
somewhat larger than unity, while estimates of 0.66
(95%:3.3e − 5–6.7) in the selection-regulated models in
general are somewhat lower. This implies a strength
of density regulation that is about 1.5 times stronger
than selection regulation, however, owing to the different ways of action on r and ṙ the accumulated selection
regulation is 0.6 (95%:0.39–0.78) times total regulation
by density and selection. And with ∆r̃s estimates of
1.1 (95%:0.6–2) this implies selection induced changes
that are equal in magnitude to the difference between
the maximum and minimum growth rate.
Stable population cycles (ζw = 0 ≤ ζ < 0.2). A
majority (58%) of the selection-regulated models have
weak damping ratios below 0.2, with 30% of the ratios
being larger than zero. As shown in the second last
row of Fig. 5, this dynamics is cyclic with almost stable
cycles, with 6 (95%:1–35) shifts in the direction of selection over the fifty-year period of the data, and cycle
periods of 17y (95%:1.7y–75y).
The strength of selection regulation is notably larger
than the strength of density regulation, with an estimated γι /γ-ratio of 1.8 (95%:0.71–6.6). Yet, the
estimated strength of density regulation [γ = 0.33
(95%:0.03–2.5)] is about the same, or somewhat larger,
than for the selection-regulated models in general,
where it is 0.25 (95%:1e − 5–2.2). The increased relative importance of selection regulation reflects an increased strength/response to selection, with γι being
0.7 (95%:0.045–2.9) relative to 0.35 (95%:0.02–2.6) for
the selection-regulated models in general.
The increased importance of selection is apparent in
the accumulated changes in the growth rate, where a
0.71 (95%:0.36–0.9) fraction of total regulation by density and selection is caused by population dynamic feedback selection.
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Exploding selection-dynamics (ζn = ζ < 0).
Selection-regulated dynamics is unstable with increasing amplitudes in exploding cycles when the damping
ratio is negative. This special type of dynamics was estimated for 28% of the selection-regulated models. It is
somewhat unexpected to observe populations with exploding cycles as these are likely to go extinct unless
the instability is transient.
A large fraction of the populations with point estimate of ζ below zero have upper confidence limits above
zero. Yet, when these are removed there are still 29 remaining populations where the estimated damping ratios are significantly smaller than zero. At least for a
few of these, like the two to the right in the last row of
Fig. 5, the cyclic dynamics is indeed looking unstable
with amplitudes that increase over time. The estimated
periods for exploding cycles [25y (95%:1.3y–86y)] are
about similar to that of the selection-regulated models in general, and so are the number of shifts in the
direction of selection [4 (95%:1–15)].
The increase in the relative importance of selection
from the strongly damped dynamics (ζ > 0.8) to the
stable (0 < ζ < 0.2) population cycles was caused primarily by an increase in the strength/response to selection. Yet, the stronger relative influence of selection
in the exploding dynamics, where the γι /γ-ratio is estimated to 6.6 (95%:0.94–64, 000), is caused primarily by
a density regulation (γ estimates of 0.043 (95%:1e − 5–
1.5)) that is an order of magnitude weaker than for the
selection-regulated models in general . In consequence,
the accumulated regulation of the growth rate by selection is 0.92 (95%:0.53–1) of total regulation.
The estimated maximal amplitudes of the exploding
cycles n̂ = 1.2 (95%:1.1–2) are similar to that of the
selection-regulated models in general, where the estimates are 1.3 (95%:1.1–2.7). This implies that none of
the observed unstable cycles have exploded to extreme
densities. The estimated instability might reflect nothing more than a lack of statistical detection of density
regulation. If not, it does not exclude the action of
density regulation at more extreme densities, with an
associated stabilisation of the dynamics.
Increasing & decreasing equilibria. A change in
equilibrium abundance over time was estimated in 76%
of the selection-regulated models, with an increase in
equilibrium estimated for 99 populations, and a decline for 89. The estimated proportional magnitude
(n∗max /n∗min ) of the changes were about similar for populations with an increasing [1.6 (95%:1.1–2.9)] and declining equilibria [1.4 (95%:1.1–2.8)], and so were the
durations of the changes taking 25y (95%:5.7y–53y) for
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n∗→

n∗↑

n∗↓

ζs

0.05

0.02

0.04

ζm

0.65

0.29

0.30

ζw

0.12

0.38

0.34

ζn

0.18

0.30

0.31

Table 3: Damping vs. trend.

The fractions of the
four damping ratio categories in the subsets of selectionregulated models with a stable, increasing, or decreasing
equilibrium abundance.

the increasing, and 19y (95%:5.5y–52y) for the declining, equilibria.
The relative strength of selection regulation is rather
strong and about similar for populations with increasing or decreasing equilibria [with γι /γ estimates of
2 (95%:0.32–31, 000) and 1.6 (95%:0.28–32, 000)], and
so are the absolute strength [with γι estimates of
0.52 (95%:0.07–2.9) and 0.48 (95%:0.042–2.5)]. The
relative strengths of selection regulation are weaker
among populations with a stable equilibria [γι /γ = 0.59
(95%:0.061–11, 000)] and so are the absolute strengths
[γι = 0.055 (95%:0.0055–0.54)].
These differences reflect stronger growth rate accelerations in populations with changing equilibria, with
the medians for the lower and upper quantiles of ṙ being −0.081 and 0.074 for increasing, and −0.064 and
0.08 for declining, equilibria compared with −0.014
and 0.017 for stable equilibria. Yet, the accumulated
selection-changes in the growth rates (∆rs ) are about
the same in all three cases, and so are the accumulated
relative selection regulations (∆r̃s/r ).
The stronger growth rate accelerations generate
faster cycles with periods of 20y (95%:1.7y–63y) for
populations with changing equilibria, relative to 61y
(95%:31y–230y) for stable equilibria. This leads to
more changes in the direction of selection [5 (95%:2–
17) vs. 2 (95%:0–3)], and to relatively similar accumulated changes despite of the stronger selection. In
many cases, as shown in Fig. 6, this generates short
population cycles that track the increasing or declining equilibrium. In all cases—with stable or changing
equilibria—the realised growth rates are taking their
maximum and minimum values when the trajectories
cross the stable or moving equilibrium abundance.
Table 3 list the fractions of the four damping ratio
categories in the subsets of selection-regulated models
with a stable, an increasing, or decreasing equilibrium
abundance. The medium (ζm ) damped dynamics is

overrepresented among populations with stable equilibria, while the weakly (ζw ) and negatively (ζn ) damped
dynamics with stable to exploding cycles are overrepresented among populations with increasing or declining
equilibria.

6

Discussion

The essence of traditional population ecology is population dynamic growth rates that are density-regulated
downwards from optimal values. This fundament, however, has been challenged by evidence for decades. The
green world paradox (Hairston et al. 1960) identified
the problem: Why are the resources of natural populations abundant, when they are predicted to be so
scarce that the average individual cannot find sufficient
resources for optimal reproduction and survival?
Another problem is widespread population cycles
that are inconceivable with density-regulated growth
on non-cyclic resources. For a century or so, population
cycles were seen to follow from density-dependent interactions between predators and prey. There is, however,
a suspicious lack of studies that quantify the necessary
interactions, and plenty of evidence hinting at other
mechanisms for cyclic dynamics. Studying an isolated
Daphnia-algae system, Murdoch and McCauley (1985)
found Daphnia to cycle with a relatively fixed period
independently of the presence versus absence of a cycle
in its prey. Other hints included snowshoe hares that
cycle in the absence of lynx (Keith 1963), a best documented cycle in forest insects that lacks a firm predatorprey interaction (Berryman 1996), removal experiments
where prey continue to cycle when predators are removed (Krebs 1996; Oli 2003a,b), and similar experiments concluding that predator-prey interactions are
unable to explain the observed cycles (Graham and
Lambin 2002).
The failure to identify the necessary population dynamic interactions invoked group-selection arguments
where the exploitation balance and population cycles
were obtained by individuals that scarified their own
fitness for the benefit of the population (Chitty 1960;
Wynne-Edwards 1962, 1986, 1993). Another apparent
explanation was delayed density-dependent models that
did not explicitly incorporate the essential food-web interactions (e.g., Hutchinson 1948; Witteman et al. 1990;
Turchin and Taylor 1992; Hörnfeldt 1994; Hansen et al.
1999a,b; Stenseth et al. 2003). While the latter studies
did model much of the dynamics, they turned the blind
eye to the real problem; the lack of ability to identify
and model the necessary interactions behind the delayed regulation.

L. Witting: Selection-regulated population dynamics
Ginzburg (1972, 1998) argued for a change of concept; moving from explaining the growth rate, to explaining only the acceleration of the growth rate. And
with the development of population dynamic feedback
selection from the density-dependent interactive competition within the population, Witting (1997, 2000a,b,
2002) deduced the acceleration hypothesis from selection regulation; a new and alterative mechanism to density regulation.

6.1

Selection regulation evidence

Selection regulation proved successful by predicting the
cyclic dynamics of forest insects (Witting 1997, 2000b),
as well as the delayed recovery of large whales following commercial exploitation in past centuries (Witting
2003, 2013). Other evidence include profound genetic
changes over few generations in cyclic populations (Semeonoff and Robertson 1968; Krebs et al. 1973; Sinervo
et al. 2000). Delayed life history changes in natural
populations (Mousseau and Fox 1998; Beckerman et al.
2002). Heritable differences in the birth rate between
individuals from the low and increasing phase of a cycle
(Mihok and Boonstra 1992). And an acceleration of the
population dynamic growth rate by up to 40 % within
few generations (Turcotte et al. 2011a,b).
Selection by density-dependent competitive interactions generates a two-generation cycle in the abundance and competitive quality of side-blotched lizard
(Uta stansburiana; Sinervo et al. 2000), and the abundance cycle in the Daphnia experiments of Murdoch
and McCauley (1985) had an associated cycle in body
mass, with the larger Daphnia occurring mainly in the
late peak phase of the cycle and the smaller mainly
in the early increasing phase (Witting 2000a). Similar changes in body mass are widespread in voles and
lemmings with cyclic dynamics (Chitty 1952; Hansson
1969; Krebs and Myers 1974; Boonstra and Krebs 1979;
Mihok et al. 1985; Lidicker and Ostfeld 1991; Stenseth
and Ims 1993; Ergon et al. 2001; Norrdahl and Korpimäki 2002; Lambin et al. 2006), and they have been
observed in snowshoe hare (Hodges et al. 1999), cyclic
forest insects (Myers 1990; Simchuk et al. 1999), and
the highly depleted population of North Atlantic right
whales (Stewart et al. 2021).
Cycles in other traits have been reported by Naumov
et al. (1969) who found that the percentage of males increased in small rodents when densities are high, while
females predominate during the low phase. Other cases
of an increased male fraction with increased density include white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) (McCullough 1979) and northern elephant seal (Mirounga
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angustirostris) (Le Boeuf and Briggs 1977). And the
abundance cycles in red grouse (Lagopus lagopus scotica) are associated with cycles in kin structure, with
larger kin groups evolving during the increasing phase
of a cycle (Watson et al. 1994; Matthiopoulos et al.
2003; Piertney et al. 2008). All these traits represent
different components of competitive quality, with their
population dynamic associated cycles, and more general evolution, being predicted by the population dynamic feedback selection of density-dependent interactive competition (Witting 1997, 2008).
While several studies document evolutionary changes
in the genetic composition of populations at population
dynamic timescales, it is essential to realise that selection induced growth rate accelerations/decelerations
are not restricted to genetic responses. In fact, the
population response to selection might in some cases
be almost entirely driven by non-genetic changes like
cultural inheritance. Offspring that balance their quality/quantity investment in their offspring following the
balance learned from their parents, is a fully adequate
inheritance system for selection regulation to work. The
few offspring that choose another balance are the cultural inheritance equivalence of genetic mutations that
maintain the heritable variance of the population.
I used the North American Breeding Bird Survey
(Sauer et al. 2017) for a large-scale test on the importance of selection regulation relative to density regulation in the dynamics of natural populations. From
6.18 mill. standardised bird observations in the BBS
I estimated 462 population dynamic trajectories with
yearly abundance estimates for about 50 years each,
covering 299 species. Applying maximum likelihood
fitting and AIC model selection, I found the selectionregulated models to be 25, 000 (95%:0.42–1.7e17) times
more probable than traditional density-regulated models. Selection is essential in 94% of the AIC-selected
models, explaining 82% of the variance in the abundance trajectories. Selection-regulated dynamics was
preferred in 74% of the cases, followed by 20% hyperexponential models, 3.9% exponential models, and 2.4%
density-regulated models.
Selection regulation is 1.5 (95%:0.15–30, 000) times
stronger than density regulation across the selectionregulated models, with a 0.75 (95%:0.39–1) fraction of
total regulation explained by selection. Selection regulation is more important than density regulation, and
the accumulated selection regulation is similar in magnitude to the difference between the observed maximum
and minimum growth rates [∆r̃s =1 (95%:0.6–1.9)].
Similar results were obtained across 111 populations
of British birds (BTO 2020), 215 populations of Dan-
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ish birds (DOF 2020), and 420 bird and mammal populations in the Global Population Dynamic Database
(GPDD 2010).

6.2

Breeding Bird Survey

The selection-regulated models identified interesting
patterns across the ecotypes and spatial distributions
of North American birds (Appendix B). The average
growth rate per trajectory was about zero on average
across all models. Yet, growth was mainly positive
among waterfowl, raptors, and insect eating passerines,
and mainly negative among shorebirds, seed eating and
ground living passerines. These differences were pronounced over the whole continent, except that shorebirds had predominately positive growth in the central
east, and ground living passerines predominately positive growth in the central and far west.
These growth patterns were in part explained by
changing equilibrium abundancies. Only 24% of the
best selection-regulated models had a stable equilibrium abundance, while 40% experienced an increase in
equilibrium, and 36% a decline. Increasing equilibria
where mainly found in waterfowl and raptors, with declining equilibria being dominant in shorebirds. Insect
eating, seed eating and ground feeding passerines had
predominantly increasing equilibria in some areas and
declining equilibria in others.
The strength of selection regulation was on average
stronger than density regulation in all ecotypes. Density regulation, however, dominated selection regulation
in shorebirds in the eastern half of the continent, in
ground living passerines in north-west and north-east,
and in few scattered areas in the remaining ecotypes.
The patterns of predominantly accelerating or decelerating growth rates were more complex, reflecting the
degree to which the different populations were on average below or above their stable, increasing, or declining equilibria. Increasing raptors were mostly below
their equilibrium abundancies experiencing accelerating growth, while increasing waterfowl and shorebirds
were predominantly above their equilibria (often mainly
in the second half of the BBS period) experiencing a deceleration of growth. Three ecotypes of passerines had
a more even split between accelerating and decelerating
growth.
The accumulated selection regulation over the fiftyyear period of the BBS dominated density regulation in
all ecotypes and areas, except for a few scattered areas
in waterfowl and shorebirds.

6.3

A new ecological paradigm

Both density and selection were found to regulate
the dynamics of most species, but traditional densityregulated models with no selection fail to describe the
dynamics in most cases.
Models with no selection assume that populations increase at optimal (maximal) per-capita rates when they
are at low densities with no competition and plenty of
resources. This concept, however, is not supported by
the 1,200 population dynamic trajectories that I analysed. Based on the best AIC-selected models, populations were found to increase at their maximum per
capita rate, and decline at their minimum per capita
rate, in the vicinity of the population dynamic equilibrium. This follows from a selection regulation that
accelerates the growth rate below the equilibrium and
decelerates the growth rate above.
Density-regulated growth in stable environments
with no selection implies that there is a single well defined growth rate for any given abundance. This conflicts with the multitude of populations that have not
just uneven growth rates, but also growth in opposite
directions, at similar densities at different times. Opposite growth at similar densities follows from growth
rate acceleration/deceleration by population dynamic
feedback selection.
Another essential assumption relates to the exploitation of natural populations. Density-regulated populations can be exploited with a maximum sustainable
yield (MSY) at their maximum sustainable yield level
(MSYL). This concept is treated almost as a law of
sustainable use, as defined e.g. by Article 61(3) in the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. It
states that measures of exploitation shall be designed
“to maintain or restore populations of harvested species
at levels which can produce the maximum sustainable
yield” (UN 1982). But with selection regulation included there are no MSY and MSYL calling for a thorough revision of our theory on sustainable use (see Witting 2002; Holt 2004).
I conclude that the traditional paradigm—where demographic rates are optimal at low population densities, and equilibrium populations are density-regulated
to a sub-optimal, or even detrimental, carrying capacity where individuals cannot find sufficient resources
for reproduction and/or survival—is a dead end for our
ability to understand population ecological processes.
Population ecology is immensely differently structured with selection regulation. It defines population
dynamics as transient perturbations in the long-term
natural selection of abundance and life histories. These
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long-term attractors are dealt with more easily by models that are continuously situated at the population dynamic equilibrium. The population model in this paper, e.g., is a dynamic version of a model that was used
to predict the natural selection of non-negligible sized
multicellular and sexually reproducing mobile organisms (Witting 1997, 2008, 2017a,b).
Population dynamic feedback selection implies life
histories and demographic rates that are optimised and
adapted to the ecological conditions at population dynamic equilibria. And with the selection equilibrium
being defined by a competitive resource bias that ourbalances the quality-quantity trade-off, the strict evolutionary equilibrium is a population where all individuals reproduce and survive at the same optimal rates
with no population dynamic growth. At equilibrium,
the competitively superior individuals obtain more resources than the competitively inferior, but they do also
invest more resources in each offspring with the endresult being that both variants have about similar rates
of survival and reproduction (Witting 1997).
The equilibrium abundance might impose somewhat
depleted resources relative to the case with no exploitation. But the equilibrium resource densities are the ecological conditions experienced by most populations, and
thus the ecological conditions towards which their life
histories are long-term adapted. Hence, I define density regulation (eqns 7 and 17) and selection regulation
(eqns 8 and 18) relative to the life history at population dynamic equilibrium, instead of defining them
relative to a hypothetical never-experienced-maximum
as in traditional density-regulated models (eqn 16).
Taken together these findings define a new ecological
paradigm. A case where the world is green because the
densities of populations are naturally selected by the
density-frequency-dependent resource bias from intraspecific interactive competition, instead of being determined by famine from intense competition for depleted
resources, as proposed by Malthus (1798) and developed in density-regulated models (Verhulst 1838; Pearl
and Reed 1920; Lotka 1925). While some individuals win and others loose in interactive competition, the
frequency of competition at evolutionary equilibrium is
selected to a level where all individuals end up with
sufficient resources for the same optimal rates of reproduction and survival. For species that are selected at
an evolutionary steady state with an exponentially increasing body mass (Witting 1997, 2020), the frequency
of competition is somewhat higher (eqn 27) generating
an intra-specific reproductive rate that increases in approximate proportion with body mass, as observed in
many species (e.g., Peters 1983; Reiss 1989; Kingsolver
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and Pfennig 2004).

6.4

Predicting animal abundance

Where traditional density regulation struggles to explain the abundance of animal populations (May 2020),
we may use population dynamic feedback selection to
predict changes (∂ ln n∗ /∂ ln x) in the equilibrium abundance (n∗ ) as a function of evolutionary changes in
other traits (x).
For this we may focus on the evolutionarily determined population dynamic equilibria. These are competitive interaction fixpoints
ι∗∗

=

1/ψ

∗s

=

(4d − 1)/(2d − 1)ψ

ι

(27)

that predict the log-level of interactive competition (ι∗∗
or ι∗s ) for a body mass in evolutionary equilibrium (∗∗)
or steady state (∗s), with d being the dominant spatial
dimensionality of the competitive foraging ecology, and
ψ the intra-specific gradient in resource access per unit
interference across the body mass variation in the population (details by Witting 1997, 2017a,b). For species
with similar modes of selection and competition we expect an invariant gradient and thus also an invariant
level of intra-specific competition.
The interference of eqn 27 is determined by a feedback selection that adjusts the underlying ecological
factors that mechanistically generate the interactive
competition in the population. This generation of interference is rather complex depending not only on population density, but also on foraging speed and homerange size, with individuals competing mainly in the
areas where home ranges are overlapping. It is this interactive foraging in the spatial ecology of overlapping
home ranges that generates the net energy that is selected into body mass, with the joint selection equilibrium for the foraging process and body mass predicting
the evolution of body mass allometries (Witting 1995,
2017a).
Apart from physiological traits like metabolism and
life periods, the predicted allometries include ecological
traits like home range and abundance, with the body
mass (w) allometry for abundance being n∗ ∝ wn̂ with
a theoretically predicted exponent
n̂ = (1 − 2d)/2d

(28)

that depends on the dominant number of spatial dimensions (d ∈ {1, 2, 3}) in the foraging ecology.
The inter-specific body mass invariance that relates
to the invariance of eqn 27 is n∗ w−n̂ from n∗ ∝ wn̂ ,
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with ι∗∗ ∝ ln n∗ − n̂ ln w. But this relation relates only
to cases with an inter-specific body mass invariant resource bias gradient (ψ). More generally we may, dependent upon the scale of observation, expect an interspecific resource partitioning by interactive competition, where larger species have access to more resources
than smaller species. Assuming that the individuals of
a species compete less per encounter when resources
are abundant, this implies a body mass dependence
ln ψ ∝ ψ̂ ln w with an exponent (ψ̂) that decline from
zero to some lower negative value with an increase from
zero in the level of inter-specific resource partitioning.
The predicted change in abundance with body mass is
thus
∂ ln n∗
= n̂ − ψ̂
(29)
∂ ln w
As each bird species has its own probability that an
individual is detected by an observer, the point-counts
of the BBS are unsuited for a generation of comparable density estimates across species. We may instead
refer to Nee et al. (1991) that used the unusually good
population size estimates of British and Swedish birds
to examine the relationships between body mass and
abundance. At the scale of all species—where we can
expect a ψ̂ exponent of zero owing to the general lack
of competition between waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors,
and passerines—Nee et al. (1991) estimated a partial
∂ ln n∗ /∂ ln w relation of −0.75 among British birds,
and −0.77 among Swedish, as predicted by eqns 28 and
29 given a predominantly two-dimensional distribution
of territories. At smaller scales there was a significant
positive relation between abundance and body mass in
agreement with a within tripe partitioning of resources
from inter-specific competition. Nee et al. (1991) did
not quantify these relations but for, e.g., an approximate proportional distribution of resources with a ψ̂
exponent around −1 we predict a body mass response
around ∂ ln n∗ /∂ ln w = 0.25.
Another interesting prediction reflects the relationship between abundance and ecological variation in
mortality. Traditional non-selection based limitation
(Sinclair 1989) predicts a straightforward decline in
abundance with increased mortality. Population dynamic feedback selection, however, buffers this response
by a selection where net energy is reallocated from body
mass (or competitive quality more generally) into enhanced reproduction until the level of interference at
the competitive interaction fixpoint is re-established.
This argues for an invariance between ecological mortality and abundance, but we expect also an allometric
effect where a selected decline in body mass with increased mortality generates an increase in abundance.
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It is widely documented that the body mass of species
tends to decline with increased mortality (e.g., Reznick
et al. 1996; Haugen and Vøllestad 2001; Sinclair et al.
2002; Coltman et al. 2003; Carlson et al. 2007; Herczeg
et al. 2009; Rossetto et al. 2012), and an increase in
abundance with increased mortality is also documented
in birds and mammals (Witting 2021a,d).
Another intriguing relation relates to the differences
in population densities between birds and mammals.
Even though the average mammal is about four times
larger than the average bird, the population densities of
mammals are about twenty times higher than the densities of birds. This difference is similar in magnitude
to a natural selection predicted difference, should birds
have predominantly body masses in evolutionary equilibrium and mammals predominantly body masses at
evolutionary steady state with selection for an exponential increase in net energy and mass (Witting 2021b).

6.5

Life history evolution

The proposed union of life history selection and population dynamics reflects the interdependence of the
two. The feedback selection for the competitive quality
of body mass, group size, and sexual reproduction depends on population dynamic growth, and this paper
shows that the population dynamics around the evolutionary equilibrium is driven predominantly by the
selection regulation of population dynamic feedback selection.
On the larger evolutionary scale from self-replicating
molecules to multicellular animals, it has been shown
that the evolutionary unfolding of population dynamic
feedback selection (from population dynamic growth
and the selection of ability to monopolise resources
in interactive competition) predicts the natural selection of metabolism, mass, and life history allometries
from virus, over prokaryotes, and larger unicells to multicellular animals with sexual reproduction (Witting
2017a,b).
It is, however, only in multicellular animals that we
predict a fully developed feedback selection (Witting
2017b). It is only here that we expect a balancing
selection regulation with growth rate deceleration and
increased competitive quality when the abundance is
above the equilibrium, and growth rate acceleration and
decreased competitive quality below the equilibrium.
Vira and prokaryotes are predicted to evolve without
the decelerating selection from a biased resources access by interactive competition, leaving these taxa with
stable selection for accelerating growth (as illustrated,
e.g., with the evolution of faster-spreading Covid-19
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variants; Kupferschmidt 2021). Larger unicells are
predicted to have some resource bias from interactive
competition, yet the feedback selection should be incompletely developed and—at least in most cases—
expected to be unable to decelerate population dynamic
growth.
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Appendix
A

Dynamic behaviour

The population dynamic behaviour of the discrete
selection-regulated equations with non-overlapping
generations (eqns 7 and 8) was described by Witting
(1997, 2000b). This model has damped population cycles when γι < γ, neutrally stable cycles when γι = γ,
and repelling cycles when γι > γ. The population period of the stable cycles increases from four to an infinite number of generations as the γι = γ parameters
decline from two to zero. For a given γ the period increases with a decline in γι , i.e., with an increasingly
damped cycle. When, for a stable cycle, γι = γ increases from two to four, there is an extra period in
the amplitude of the population period, with the latter
declining monotonically to two generations; with the
dynamics becoming chaotic when γι = γ increases beyond four.
The age-structured model with overlapping generations behave in a similar way, but the dynamics depend
also on the age of reproductive maturity (am ) and the
reproductive period [tr = 1/(1−p)]. The age-structured
model converges on the discrete model as am → 1,

21
tr → 1, and p → 0. The period (T ) of the stable population cycle remains a declining function of γ (Fig. 7b),
with the slope/exponent (β) of the ln T ∝ β ln γ relation being −0.5 (estimated by linear regression). The
cyclic dynamics become more and more stable with a
decline in γι , but the damping is also dependent on am
and tr . The stable cycle, e.g., has a γι /γ ratio that increases beyond unity as am and tr increase above unity
(Fig. 7a and c). For any given combination of am and
tr , the stable cycle has a γι /γ ratio that is almost constant (Fig. 7a).
For a given γ, the period of the stable population cycle increases almost linearly with an increase in am and
tr (Fig. 7d), with the period dependence on γ being
somewhat elevated relative to the discrete model where
am = tr = 1 (Fig. 7b). Hence, for populations where γ
is independent of am and tr , we can expect an approximate linear relation between the population period T
and life history periods like am and tr . This implies
a population cycle allometry, where T is expected to
scales with the 1/4 and 1/6 power of body mass across
species with intra-specific competition in two and three
spatial dimensions (Witting 1995, 2017).
When only one parameter is altered at the time, the
period is almost invariant of γ (Fig. 7f). This reflects
that the decline in period with an increase in γ for dynamics with a given damping ratio, is counterbalanced
by the increase in period that is caused by the increased
stability of the cycle, as the γι /γ ratio—that defines the
damping ratio—declines with the increase in γ. For
single parameter perturbations, the damping ratio is
usually most strongly dependent on γ and γι , showing
only a small increase with tr and a small decline with
an increase in am (Fig. 7e).

B

Ecological structure

The different dynamics and key parameter estimates
are listed in Table 4 for six ecotypes of North American birds, with the geographical distributions of key
parameters shown in Fig. 8.
Given the many types of dynamics (two hyperexponential versions, four damping ratio categories,
and three equilibrium conditions) key parameters give
a restricted description of the overall dynamics. The
average growth rate, e.g., might be zero when a population is increasing and declining through stable cycles.
Keeping these limitations in mind, the split between
populations with an average positive or negative realised growth rate is almost even across all 335 accepted
population dynamic models. The median for the average realised growth rate is 0.0018 (95%:−0.069–0.09)
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Figure 7: Dynamic behaviour. Plot a to d: The γι /γ-ratio, and period (in years), of a stable population cycle (ζ = 0) as
a function of 1/γ (plot a and b) and the reproductive period (plot c and d for γ = 0.2), for different combinations of tm and
tr. Plot e and f: The damping ratio (ζ) and population period (T ) as a function of the parameters x ∈ {am, tr, γ, γι , ζ, T },
relative (x/x̂) to the parameter point estimates x̂ ∈ {am = 1, tr = 2.8, γ = 0.51, γι = 0.76, ζ = 0.21, T = 23} of a mallard
(Anas platyrhynchos) population. The dependence on T in plot e, and on ζ in plot f, is given by their responses to changes
in γι .

with 176 populations having a positive average growth
rate, and 159 having a negative. Despite of the even
margin, there are predominantly more populations with
a positive average growth rate than negative across the
North American continent, except for a small central
area on the east coast (Fig. 8, top row). There is an
equally even split between populations with increasing
(99) or declining (89) equilibrium densities. The northern and some coastal areas in the east and west have
more populations with declining than increasing equilibria, although the majority of North America have
more populations with increasing equilibria.
Among the populations with selection-dynamics,

the strength of selection regulation (γι ) is stronger
than density regulation (γ), with γι /γ-ratios of 1.5
(95%:0.15–30, 000), and 158 populations having γι /γratios above unity, and 90 populations ratios below.
This bias is apparent throughout the continent, where
selection regulation is stronger than density regulation
in most populations throughout, except for the west
coast—and single areas in the north and east—where
density regulation is stronger than selection regulation
in most species.
The realisation of selection into an acceleration, or
deceleration, of the growth rate depends on relative
abundance (n/n∗ ). With the median of the average
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selection response [ṙ = −0.00099 (95%:−0.042–0.047)]
being around zero, the average population abundance
is close to equilibrium. The split is almost even, with
142 populations being on average below the equilibrium with accelerating growth, and 172 being on average above with decelerating growth. Population growth
is predominantly decelerating across the continent, except on the east and west coast and in the north where
it is predominantly accelerating in some areas. The accumulated regulation over the survey period produced
stronger selection regulation than density regulation in
the majority of populations in all areas.
This overall pattern reflects a variety of underlying
patterns across the ecotypes of North American birds.
Waterfowl (Ardeidae, Ciconiidae, Phoenicopteridae, Threskiornithidae, Gruidae, Anatidae, Aramidae, Rallidae, Jacanidae): Waterfowl
with accepted models (23 populations) have a positive
median average growth rate [r = 0.02 (95%:−0.073–
0.48)], reflecting an average increase in 14 populations,
and an average decline in 9. Part of the increase is
caused by a larger (0.60) than average (0.40) fraction
of populations with an increasing equilibrium, and a
much smaller (0.13) than average (0.36) fraction with
a declining equilibrium. As shown in the second row
of Fig. 8, more than half of the waterfowl populations
have positive growth and increasing equilibria throughout the continent, except for the west coast and a few
areas in the east where negative average growth is dominant.
Among the ecotypes examined, waterfowl have a
close to average selection regulation with a relative
strength of γι /γ = 1.4 (95%:0.26–10, 000). This reflects
a selection regulation that is stronger than density regulation in 9 populations, while the opposite is the case
in 6 populations. Populations with stronger regulation
by selection than density dominate the whole continent,
except that density regulation dominates in the few areas in the north and on the west coast where the equilibrium abundance is predominantly declining.
The selection regulation in waterfowl produced
an average growth rate deceleration of −0.0071
(95%:−0.036–0.036), based on 14 populations that were
on average above the equilibrium with decelerating
growth, and 7 populations with accelerating growth below the equilibrium. The widespread deceleration of
growth in waterbirds is, among others, estimated by a
much larger (0.26) than average (0.15) fraction of decelerating hyper-exponential models. Deceleration dominates all areas, apart from the few northern and west
coast areas where n∗ is predominantly declining and

23
density regulation is stronger than selection regulation.
The same pattern is apparent for the accumulated regulation over the survey period where selection dominates
density in most populations in most areas.
Shorebirds (Haematopodidae, Recurvirostridae,
Charadriidae, Scolopacidae, Laridae): Shorebirds with accepted models (12 populations) have the
strongest negative growth of all ecotypes, with an average growth rate estimate of −0.014 (95%:−0.56–0.2),
reflecting a decline on average in 7 populations, and
an increase in 5. Part of the decline is caused by a
larger (0.71) than average (0.36) fraction of populations with a declining equilibrium, and a smaller (0.14)
than average (0.40) fraction with an increasing equilibrium. More shorebirds have declining than increasing
equilibria across the continent (apart from a single area
in northwest), and negative growth is dominant in the
western and eastern areas, with positive growth dominating the central east and scattered small areas in the
north (Fig. 8, third row).
The relative strength of selection regulation in shorebirds is about similar with the average across all species.
This reflects a selection regulation that is stronger than
density regulation in 4 populations, while the opposite
is the case in 3 populations. Selection regulation dominates density regulation in the western areas, while
density regulation is stronger than selection regulation
in the east.
Selection regulation in shorebirds produced the
strongest deceleration of growth across all ecotypes.
The estimated ṙ = −0.015 (95%:−0.45–0.085) reflects
and 8 populations with decelerating growth on average,
and 4 with accelerating growth. It is only in the southwest that most shorebirds were on average below the
equilibrium with accelerating growth, while the continent is dominated by decelerating growth in shorebirds
that were on average above the equilibrium.
With a ∆r̃s/r estimates of 0.9 (95%:0.29–1), regulation in shorebirds is caused almost entirely by selection.
This is also apparent in the geographical distribution,
where accumulated selection regulation outweighs density regulation in most populations in all areas, except
from a single small area in south-east.
Raptors (Cathartidae, Pandionidae, Accipitridae, Falconidae): Raptors with accepted models (14
populations) have the strongest positive growth of the
ecotypes. The average per-generation growth rate was
estimated to 0.042 (95%:−0.038–0.38), with 12 populations having positive growth on average, while growth
was negative in 2. This reflects among others a larger
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Table 4: Model details Key parameters and model categories for all species in the Breeding Bird surveys (BBS), and for
waterfowl (Wat), shorebirds (Sho), raptors (Rap), tree living insect-eaters (Ins), seed-eaters (See), ground living passerines
(Gro), and species not included in the six ecotypes (Res). n is the total number of populations with index trajectories, nm
the number with accepted models, with model fractions for exponential growth (e), hyper-exponentially accelerating (hṙ↑ ), hyperexponentially deceleration (hṙ↓ ), density-regulated (d), selection-regulated (s), with fractions of the latter for strongly (ζs ), medium
(ζm ), weak (ζw ), and negatively (ζn ) damped dynamics, as well as populations with stable (n∗→), increasing (n∗↑), or declining (n∗↓)
equilibria. Listed is also the distribution median for the strength of selection regulation over density regulation (γι /γ), growth rate
acceleration (ṙ), accumulated selection regulation relative to accumulated total regulation (∆r̃s/r ), and the per-generation growth rate
(r).

(0.80) than average (0.40) fraction of populations with
increasing equilibria, and a smaller (0.20) than average fraction (0.36) with declining equilibria. Positive
growth and increasing equilibria dominate the whole
continent (Fig. 8, fourth row).
The strength of selection regulation was stronger
than density regulation in 5 populations, while the opposite was the case in 0, with γι /γ = 1.8 (95%:1.1–2.4).
Selection regulation is stronger than density regulation
in most populations in all areas.
Among the ecotypes examined, raptors were estimated to have the strongest growth rate acceleration on
average, with an estimate of ṙ = 0.018 (95%:−0.0093–

0.058), with 8 populations being on average below their
equilibria with accelerating growth, and 3 having decelerating growth above their equilibria. This acceleration
is estimated in part by a much larger (0.21) than average (0.05) fraction of accelerating hyper-exponential
models. Accelerating growth rates dominate all areas,
apart from a few small areas in the south-west and
north-east.
With a ∆r̃s/r estimates of 1 (95%:0.54–1), regulation
in raptors is driven almost entirely by selection. This
is also apparent in the geographical distribution, where
accumulated selection regulation outweighs density regulation in all areas.
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Figure 8: Selection maps. The geographical distributions for the proportions of populations with a positive (blue) or
negative (red) average growth rate (r, left); an increasing (blue) or declining (red) equilibrium (n∗ ) (second left); a positive
or negative difference (γι − γ) between the strengths of selection regulation (γι ) and density regulation (γ, middle); an
accelerating (blue) or decelerating (red) growth rate (dt/dt, second right); and a positive or negative difference (∆rs − ∆rd )
between the realised selection regulation (∆rs ) and density regulation (∆rd ) for accepted models across all species and
seven ecotypes. The intensities of red and blue increase with larger absolute values.
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Tree living insect eating passerines (flycatchers,
vireos, warblers, kinglets): Insect eating passerines
with accepted models (86 populations) are somewhat
dominated by positive growth, with average growth
rates of 0.0075 (95%:−0.047–0.056), and 54 populations
having positive growth on average, and 32 populations
negative. The fraction (0.46) of populations with increasing equilibria is slightly above average (0.40), and
slightly fewer (0.28) than average (0.36) had declining
equilibria. More populations with positive than negative growth is the norm over the whole continent, apart
from few scattered small areas with predominantly negative growth in the north. The population equilibria
were predominantly increasing, apart from northern areas (especially in the east) where they were predominantly declining.
Tree living insect eaters were found to have the
second strongest selection regulation, with a relative
strength of γι /γ = 1.7 (95%:0.037–7, 700). Selection
regulation is stronger than density regulation in 49 populations, while density regulation is strongest in 22 populations. The bias towards selection regulation is apparent in all areas, except that density regulation dominates selection regulation in some of the northern and
eastern areas with predominantly declining equilibria.
The average growth rate accelerations in insect eaters
were about zero with estimates of 5.7e − 7 (95%:−0.02–
0.013), reflecting 44 populations with an accelerating
growth rate on average, and 42 with a decelerating
growth rate. The even split is reflected in a geographical pattern where deceleration in populations above the
equilibrium is dominating central eastern and western
areas, while acceleration below the equilibrium dominates the coastal areas, north and south, and a central
area running from north to south. The accumulated
selection regulation is close to the BBS average, with
∆r̃s/r estimates of 0.72 (95%:0.37–1). Accumulated selection regulation dominates density regulation in most
populations in all areas.
Seed eating passerines (finches, sparrows, larks,
grossbeaks, longspurs): Seed eating passerines with
accepted models (40 populations) have negative growth
on average, with an estimate of −0.0067 (95%:−0.057–
0.057), based on 24 populations with negative growth,
and 16 with positive. The negative growth is not driven
by declining equilibria, as a larger (0.47) than average
(0.40) fraction have increasing equilibria, while the fraction with declining equilibria (0.37) is about average
(0.36). Equilibria are predominantly increasing in the
south and central west, while they are predominantly
declining in the north-east and west. The strength
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of selection regulation is stronger than density regulation in 60% of the populations, and in most populations in most areas, except from areas in the south.
There is an average deceleration of growth [ṙ = −0.0019
(95%:−0.032–0.025)], with 65% of the populations being on average above their equilibria with decelerating
growth. Growth rate deceleration dominates the central and southern part of the continent, with growth
rate acceleration occurring in the north and along the
coasts. The accumulated selection regulation is close
to the BBS average, with accumulated selection regulation dominating density regulation in most populations
in all areas.
Ground living passerines (thrushes, blackbirds,
starlings, thrashers, accentors, pipits): Ground
living passerines with accepted models (48 populations)
have the strongest negative growth of all ecotypes, with
an average estimate of −0.0088 (95%:−0.13–0.046),
based on 30 populations with negative growth, and 18
populations with positive. They have a slightly larger
(0.39) than average (0.36) fraction with declining equilibria, and a slightly smaller (0.29) than average (0.40)
fraction with increasing equilibria. Negative growth
and declining equilibria dominate in the east and in a
central south to north-west band, while the central west
have predominantly increasing populations and equilibria, with the west and north-west having increasing
populations as well.
The strength of selection regulation is close to the
BBS average, with selection regulation being stronger
than density regulation in 61% of the populations, and
in most populations in the south and central west, while
density regulation in dominant in most populations in
the north-east and north-west.
The average growth rates are decelerating at estimated rates of −0.0011 (95%:−0.017–0.014) with 63%
of the populations being on average above the equilibrium with decelerating growth. This growth deceleration is dominant in the central parts and along the west
coast, with acceleration in populations below their equilibria dominating the south and in some areas in the
north and along the east coast. The accumulated selection regulation is again dominating density regulation
in most populations in all areas.
Remaining species that are not included in the defined ecotypes have accepted models for 112 populations. The estimated average growth is small 0.001
(95%:−0.099–0.085), with 57 populations having positive growth, and 55 populations negative. They have
about average fractions of populations with declining,
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increasing, and stable equilibria. Positive growth dominates most areas, with equilibrium densities tending to
increase in the northern areas and decline in the southern areas.
The strength of selection regulation relative to density regulation is about average, with selection regulation being stronger than density regulation in 61% of
the populations, and in most populations in most areas,
except for the west and in few scattered areas. The average growth rates are about stable with an estimated
deceleration of −0.00034 (95%:−0.041–0.067) with 52%
of the populations being on average above equilibrium
with decelerating growth. The even split is represented
by a general growth rate deceleration towards the east
and north-west, and acceleration towards the west. The
accumulated selection regulation is again dominating
density regulation in most populations in all areas.
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